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a key  in his own hand.
A key is just a tool
which is not a weapon.
A key, like compass,

is an opening to what 
might lie ahead, beyond any
visible horizon. To be alone
at night with nothing but stars.

To seek a home beyond
what we verb as conquest.
Home is our democratic right.
To home is our right for rest.
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Volta do Mar (A Turn in the Sea)
Written by Emily Walter

No matter what sea you sail,
It is a window. And wind
is merely your book to read.

I cannot hold all of the light
that enters a day, but a single hand
no matter what age, can cover
the sun. My hand, your hand,

our hands can hold a rope
to cinch the sails tight
in Palladian light as much as
we can keep our hand

open to feel the wind. I can sail
a wooden skiff which translates as merely hours
of reading the wind meeting waves.
But to read the wind

is to allow our bodies to be animals
in movement by weather and sea.
To be who we are, to be
animals floating, around by

rise and fall of our moon.
To be at home with nothing
but our bodies, floating on hope
and weathered skill.

Once when I wanted my body to end,
I took it to Sagres and let it rise
in the morning. I walked the cliffs 
of wind whipped sage, followed

a few stray cats. I awoke
to the light of bright poppies,
past ruins where even Columbus
first held a compass, a sextet
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Eviction is more than short-term displacement. Evictions threaten
employment, access to education, child custody status, and the ability to
find a new home. In fact, many landlords will automatically reject rental
applications that show evidence of a prior eviction. It should come as no

surprise, then, that eviction often leads directly to homelessness. 
 

With so much at stake, it is unconscionable that tenants facing eviction
are not guaranteed a lawyer to ensure fair proceedings. Currently,

evictions nationwide see over 90% of landlords represented by a lawyer,
compared to less than 10% of tenants. This can and must change. 

 
The Missoula Tenants Union believes this is not just an issue of tenants’

rights, but fundamentally an issue of fairness, equal protection under the
law, and common sense. Which is why we are officially launching a

campaign to enshrine a Right to Counsel within the City of Missoula for all
tenants facing eviction, regardless of income. 

 
Right to Counsel programs in other American cities have shown a drastic

decrease in eviction judgements, increased efficiency in civil
proceedings, and more robust mediation between landlords and tenants.

Furthermore, the costs associated with Right to Counsel pale in
comparison to those of emergency and intervention services that pick up

the slack when our displaced neighbors are needlessly criminalized. 
 

If we truly care for our community, our workers, our renters and our
neighbors, we owe it to ourselves and each other to guarantee fair

proceedings in these decisive cases. 
 

In Solidarity, 
Missoula Tenants Union

missoulatenantsunion@gmail.com 
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